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The Gallery 

"Stylish Rooftop Bar and Cafe"

One of the jewels of Waymouth Street, The Gallery is a rooftop cafe. It is

located inside a contemporary art gallery that is spread over three stories.

There is an extensive menu of tapas bites as well as an assortment of

wines. On weekends, watch the cafe convert into a stylish nightspot as

talented DJs takeover and belt out jazzy numbers. The entire venue can

be used for private functions as well.

 +61 8 8211 8820  galleryadelaide.com.au/  info@galleryadelaide.com.

au

 30 Waymouth Street,

Adelaide SA
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2KW Bar and Restaurant 

"Premium Rooftop Resto Bar"

2KW Bar and Restaurant is an exciting concept restaurant and bar,

located on the top floor of the Westpac building on a corner of King

William Street. After opening in early 2015, this restaurant has quickly

established itself as one of the best high-end CBD bars with a view in

Adelaide, offering guests outdoor and indoor dining options along with

open access to the outdoor bar and garden. This modern restaurant and

bar is located at the heart of the city's precinct appealing to corporate

crowds.

 +61 8 8212 5511  www.2kwbar.com.au/  reservations@2kwbar.com.

au

 2 King William Street,

Adelaide SA

 by pasevichbogdan   

Rocket Bar 

"The Place For a Night Out"

Located in Central Adelaide just off Kent Town, the Rocket Bar is the place

to be in for a night out with friends. Rocket Bar has a very contemporary

feel to it, with typical dim lights, spacious dance floor and minimalistic

seating. On event nights the place tends to get crowded as well known

performers hit the spot with some fine talent and great music. Check the

website for a list of upcoming events and programs.

 +61 8 8232 3030  rocketrooftop@crippenplace.com  142 Hindley Street, Adelaide SA
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